NEW - Perkins Powerpart FUEL
INJECTION PIPE - 1104D 3525A222
(MB)

£30.00
GENUINE PERKINS ENGINE SPARES FUEL INJECTION PIPE - 1104D (#3 CYLINDER) Part
No. 3525A222 Shipping costs: Prices quoted for shipping by courier are based on delivery to
England & Wales only. Highlands, Ireland, and Islands may cost more so please enquire prior to
bidding. Yes, we know Northern Ireland is classed as part of the U.K. but it still costs more to
send large items there. There is no extra cost for smaller items sent by Royal Mail. We will recycle
packaging where we can to keep your costs and ours down. We will combine P&P where we
can.If you are buying multiple items, please do the 'buy it now' part but do not proceed to
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